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The decrease in coverage of the war in Ukraine by major media and quality online
media outlets continues to increase space for malign influence and disinformation. As
outlets shift to coverage of other topics it continues to cede space to voices seeking to
undermine support for Ukraine or use the crisis for political gain despite.
The potential convergence of political extremist on the Left and the Right around propeace sentiments is reminiscent of the Soviet’s World Peace Council movement, however,
additional research would need to be conducted to assess any direct involvement of the
Kremlin in the current movements.
Anti-immigrant and far right movements have received noticeable traction with messaging
claiming Ukrainian refugees are committing acts of violence, while the perceived favorable
treatment of Ukrainian refugees at the expense of citizens remains a significant topic.
Increasing consumer prices continues to be the primary risk to continued public support
for sanctions. Without significant increases in aggression by Russia (e.g. use of
chemical/bio/nuclear weapons, or further documented war crimes) it will likely be
increasingly difficult for national governments to maintain public support for further
sanctions.
Anti-NATO messaging continues with NATO and the US being portrayed as imperialist
powers. Content is more nuanced primarily promoting pacifism and neutrality. If
Sweden and Finland join NATO there is likely to be an increase in rhetoric concerning
imminent nuclear threats and reiteration Kremlin narratives of assuming a defensive
position (justifying its aggression against Ukraine) in the face of the threat of NATO
encirclement.
The official Facebook pages of 44 Russian Embassies in Europe continue to be active,
however, the post activity has been trending downward since its peak in the first half of
March. The last two weeks (April 04-18) saw a lower number of posts (1,648) compared to
the prior two-week period (1,906). Despite the decline in the number of posts, the pages
received more interactions per-post averaging 337 interactions compared to 229 in the prior
two-week period. Between April 04-18 their posts also received more shares; averaging 35
per-post compared to 25 per-post.

From April 04-18 the 44 Russian Embassy Facebook Pages being tracked received a net gain
of +9,390 followers resulting in average growth of 3%. The growth continued to be
driven by Bulgarian and Italian mission pages which saw an increase of followers of
+1,803 and + 3,009 respectively. The only active Facebook pages that had a net loss of
followers during this two week period were Serbia (-15), Albania (-6), Edinburgh (-4),
and Netherlands (-1).
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To monitor the situation live, the Beacon Project has launched a Facebook tracker to monitor
the Russian (and Chinese) Embassy activity. You can contribute by providing links to the
Official Social Media pages of the Russian Embassies in your country. Contact
beaconproject@iri.org to find out how you can contribute.
Narratives
1) From the Headlines:
The first round of the French Presidential elections saw Emmanuel Macron and Marine Le Pen
advance to the final round of voting on April 24. While the re-election of Viktor Orban in Hungary
last month further decreased the likelihood of more aggressive NATO or EU action against Russia,
the election of Marine Le Pen could completely dismantle any unified response and put both
NATO and the EU on unstable ground. Although it is anticipated that Macron will prevail, Le Pen
has been able to utilize ‘pro-peace’ narratives promoted by political extremists across Europe. This
pro-peace narrative has the potential to drive left-leaning voters with anti-imperialists ideologies to
her cause.

Opinion Poll: Macron v. Le Pen. source: Politico Poll of Polls
2) Medium/Long-Term:
ANTI-REFUGEE AND BROADER ANTI-MIGRANT
Although references to refugees across multiple online platforms remains above pre-invasion levels, it
has continued to trend downward and may be stabilizing at a new post-invasion level. Currently the
weekly average for general posts about refugees in the V4+RO+BG is around 12,000. General
coverage remains sympathetic to the refugees, however, portrayals of Refugees as violent and
ungrateful remain the most highly engaged with content.
Anti-refugee messaging continues to focus on acts of violence purportedly committed by
refugees and receiving preferential treatment over local citizens. The most interacted with posts in
Romania, Czech Republic, Bulgaria carried these anti-refugee sentiments. A Romanian video
showing Ukrainian refugees acting violently was the most interacted with Facebook post during this
period and received over 1.8 million views. The most interacted with posts from Poland and
Slovakia were supportive of the refugees. The most interacted with post in Slovakia was from a
satirist that seeks to make fun of some of the anti-refugee narratives in Slovakia. The most interacted
with post from Hungary was from the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Péter Szijjártó, in which he
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continued to promote the Hungarian government’s position by highlighting that they are taking care
of refugees but this is not their war and they are not going to support military support for Ukraine
or support energy sanctions.

Comparison of Indicative References to Refugees in Online Media (PL,
CZ, SK, HU, RO, BG)
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Data from Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, Youtube, Online News, Forums, and Blogs (source: Pulsar &
CrowdTangle)
Assumed Target Audience:
General public of bordering countries (Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, and
Moldova), Far-Right political actors, Anti-immigrant movements
Potential Impact:
The primary risk continues to be that be that as major media outlets are giving less space to
quality coverage on the refugee crisis the proportion of hostile messages will increase. Current
averages show that in the last three weeks the percentage of content that has an increase
potential to carry hostile messaging has increased to over 22% meaning 1 out of 5 posts has an
increased probability of impacting support for refugees.
Based on samples of Facebook posts, Romania and Bulgaria appear to increasingly receptive to antirefugee messages. Combined with historically lower standards of living than the rest of the EU and
with far-right parties leveraging the crisis to their advantage Romania and Bulgaria could be
primary targets for further anti-refugee messaging that could serve to weaking the EUs unity on
the issue. However, major political parties across Europe continue to show support for the refugees so
the risk for undermining Europe’s resolve on the issue is assessed to remain at a medium risk.
ANTI-SANCTION/CONSUMER PRICES
With no announcements of major new sanctions, the volume of content discussing the sanctions
online has continued its downward trend in the last two weeks. The most engaged with content on
Facebook that reference sanctions in general terms have potential to undermine support for the current
and future measures. Overall, the most engaged with post referencing sanctions on Facebook between
April 04-18 was from Polish MEP Jatryk Jaki (ECR) who said that German’s were putting Polish
people in ovens during World War II as an argument against continued conversations about the rule of
law in Poland and Hungary. The video was viewed over 1.7 million times and generated over 33,000
shares. The exchange highlighted a particularly volatile plenary session of the European Parliament
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again signalizing the potential fraying of unity within Europe as politicians attempt to use the crisis
for political gain.

The most engaged with post from Slovakia also highlighted the political division as a politician from
the far-right Republika party, Marián Ďuriš, promoted a speech by far-left Irish MEP Clare
Daly criticizing the EU sanctions and the militarization of the European Union in response to Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine. While some of the most engaged with content from Bulgaria highlights that
Serbia and Turkey have not applied sanctions against Russia which can promote an alternative
path for Bulgaria to take as well.
Assumed Target Audience:
General Public
Potential Impact:
Similar to the comparative trends on references to refugees the general conversations about
sanctions has continued its decline while content that has a higher probability of carrying antisanction messaging remains consistent. Content that has a higher probability of containing antisanction messaging has increased to an average of 45% of all content mentioning the sanctions.
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More detailed content analysis is required to assess how harmful the messaging is to current and
future sanctions, but with an unfavorable economic outlook and decreased interest in covering the
conflict from quality media outlets it is assessed that there is a high risk that support for sanctions
will decrease without a significant elevation in Russian aggression.

Comparing References to Sanctions (General) and Price
Increases+Sanctions in Online Sources (PL, CZ, SK, HU, RO, BG)
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Data from Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, Youtube, Online News, Forums, and Blogs (source: Pulsar &
CrowdTangle)
Note: Sanctions on energy supplies from Russia are hotly debated. After Lithuania, Moldova may
soon become another country ending its independence on Russian energy. According to
BalkanInsight, Moldova is looking into buying electricity from Ukraine and gas on the open market
after May 1, when its gas contract with Gazprom could be terminated and its electricity deal with the
MoldGres power plant in Transnistria will expire.
ANTI-NATO
General references to NATO in online media have continued to decline as they begin to trend back to
pre-invasion levels, however, conversations about the future membership of Sweden and Finland are
likely to increase conversations in the short term.
The most engaged with Facebook post referencing NATO in general terms was from the Facebook
page of the September 23 Movement, a pro-Soviet communist outlet in Bulgaria, which posted a
video, viewed approximately 1 million times, of protesters in Greece defacing military equipment
believed to be destined for Ukraine. The second most interacted with post referencing NATO was also
anti-NATO content from Bulgaria while the previously mentioned the anti-NATO and anti-sanction
speech by far-left Irish MEP, Clare Daly, in the European Parliament was the most engaged with
content from Romania.
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Indicative General References to NATO in Online Sources (PL, CZ, SK, HU,
RO, BG)
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Data from Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, Youtube, Online News, Forums, and Blogs (source: Pulsar &
CrowdTangle)
A sample of the top 50 most interacted with posts on Facebook between April 04-18, resulted in
52% (26 posts) of the content to be potentially hostile to NATO that received 57% of the total
interactions. The majority of the problematic content was found on Bulgarian (17 posts) and
Romanian (6 posts) Facebook pages.
Assumed Target Audience:
General public of NATO allies (Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, and
Bulgaria), Far-Right political actors, Far-Left political actors
Potential Impact:
As coverage from quality media outlets continues to decline available content discussing NATO
may become increasingly hostile as extremist political actors from the Right and Left use the
topic for political gain. Posts like that of Far-Left MEP Clare Daly being shared by Far-Right
extremists highlight the risk of a confluence of positions between extremist parties. While support for
NATO remains high amongst most mainstream political actors the risk remains that content
targeting refugees or sanctions will also include anti-NATO sentiments and decrease support
amongst the general public. However, the risk to large scale support for NATO amongst the target
countries is assessed to be low. The prospect of Sweden and Finland joining NATO in the
immediate future is has the potential to increase the receptiveness to the Kremlin’s narrative that
NATO is seeking to surround Russia by adding Finland and its shared 1,340 km border.
Country and Regional Overview:
Poland:
•

As EUvsDisinfo team reported: “on 4-5 April, when the news of the Russian massacres in
Bucha outside Kyiv hit international media (but not in Russia!), Poland faced a large-scale
troll attack, which had at least three dimensions:
o threatening emails sent to Polish decision-makers
o spam attack on Polish media
o boosting of the World War II Volyn massacre issue on Polish social media.”
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•

The Government Security Center in Poland informed that for 11-15 April: "The Russian
disinformation operation aimed at the perception of aid provided to refugees from Ukraine is
underway. False lines of Russian narratives:
The Polish government accepts refugees from Ukraine to please the US and the EU.
o The government charges the country's budget by providing Ukrainians with free
medical care, food, housing and education.
o The European Union does not intend to accept any more refugees or contribute to the
financing of their maintenance.
o Spending financial resources for the maintenance of Ukrainians will make Poles poor.
o Accepting refugees from Ukraine will destabilize Poland and mass protests.
o Poland's policy towards Ukraine inevitably poses a threat to security and provokes the
outbreak of war.

•

Konkret24.tvn24.pl reported about a new conspiracy theory getting viral in Poland:
“information that the president of Ukraine was a relative of the financier George Soros spread
widely on the Internet - Polish and foreign. A Twitter user wrote on April 9: "Zelenski is
Soros' cousin. Officially informs the Pentagon. And you keep crying and getting excited
about the war in Ukraine" (original spelling). The tweet quickly gained over a thousand likes
and was retweeted over 200 times. Many Internet users believed that it was true. On Twitter
and on Facebook, a list of photos of Zelenskiy and Soros is also posted, which is to prove
their similarity and authenticate the information about their family connections. The Englishlanguage tweet used in the above post was published on April 6. It has 6.6 thousand. likes and
2.2k pass it on. We found similar posts on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and TikTok in
different languages - not only in English, but also in Italian and Spanish.”
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•

•

In Poland, eleven organizations and institutions, out of concern for the quality of public
debate in the face of the phenomenon of disinformation, have developed a Code of Good
Practice, which contains recommendations on the effective fight against disinformation. The
signatories of the Code are: Crazy Nauka, CyberDefence24, FakeHunter, the Zamenhof
Institute, the Lifelong Development Foundation (Fundacja Rozwoju Przez Całe Życie), and
the Science Foundation. I like it (Fundacja Nauka. To lubię), Spider's Web +, Demagog
Association, Pravda Association, Watchdog Polska Civic Network Association and NASK.
Demagog once again debunked the new conspiracy theory: “a material appeared on Facebook
that disseminates the conspiracy theory about the so-called "Heavenly Jerusalem." This
assumes that the Jews are getting ready to move their country to Ukraine. The conspiracy
theory mentions that Israel is planning to move its country to the territory of the former
Khazar state, which was allegedly announced by Henry Kissinger. This narrative is also used
in a video that was published on Tik Tok, and later also on Facebook (where it was shared
over 1,000 times). According to experts from Cyber Policy NASK, the theme of "New
Khazaria" or "New Jerusalem" fits into one of the Russian matrices of disinformation
influence, i.e., the topics around which fake news is most often created. Others include,
among others conspiracy theories, Slavophilia, state sovereignty or Ukraine.”

For examples of Fake News circulating in Poland concerning Ukraine see: Demagog and Twitter
profiles: @WeryfikacjaNASK, and @PAPFakeHunter.
For more information see our local partners activities: CAPD
Czech Republic:
•
•
•

•

On April 13, Czech Government adopted strategic priorities for integration of Ukrainian
refugees into Czech society.
Czech companies will repair Ukrainian military vehicles that have been damaged or need
servicing, the Czech Defence Ministry said on April 19.
After a meeting of the C5 group (Czechia, Slovakia, Austria, Hungary and Slovenia) in
Prague, Czech Foreign Minister Jan Lipavský told reporters that cutting out Russian oil
imports in Europe will be a priority of the Czech EU presidency later this year.
This week, Czech media reported about a basic school teacher spreading disinformation about
the war in her classes. The teacher, who was removed from her position based on a recording
provided by one of her students, is ready to sue as she sees the actions of the school as
discriminatory and as an intrusion of her right to free speech. School director, who is due to her
decision currently dealing with hate speech attacks, received public support of the minister of
education.
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•

On April 12, Bronislav Kalvoda, SPD party representative for Semily, a town in the Liberec
Regio has attracted major controversy by posting photos online of traditional Czech chlebíčky
with Z-shaped decoration. Kalvoda was removed from his function.

For more information see our local partners activities: Association for International
Affairs (AMO), Prague Security Studies Institute (PSSI) , Manipulatori.cz
Slovakia:
•

Last week, Slovakia provided Ukraine with S-300 antiaircraft system. It has also offered to
repair Ukrainian military vehicles in a Slovak factory closed to Ukraine borders. The
government is also considering donating its Soviet-made MiG-29s.

For more information see our local partners activities: Globsec, Infosecurity.sk
Hungary:
For more information see our local partners activities: Political Capital
Romania:
•

•

The Russian embassy in South Africa tweeted “evidence” that a RO company acted covertly
in Odessa, to help Ukraine to target Russian naval assets with Neptune missiles. The post
follows a known Russian modus operandi, where it uses Indian proxies to spread
disinformation then amplifies it to a target audience, in this case the Romanian audience.
However, the post was also debunked in the Romanian media where it was reposted on
Facebook 24 times by pages with over 3 million combined followers.
The far-right AUR party is attacking the current government for high gas prices and also for
the lack of support for the Romanian minority that lives in Ukraine. Both narratives, especially
the former, will probably become more prevalent in the following weeks.

For more information see our local partners activities: Global Focus, Expert Forum, 45North
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Bulgaria:
For more information see our local partners activities: Center for the Study of
Democracy, Institute for Global Analytics
Serbia:
•

According to latest Ipsos survey, Majority of Serbian citizens are against Serbia joining the
EU. Local media argue that the reason for this are the pressures the EU is exerting on Serbia
with regard to imposing sanctions on Russia. According to the survey, 44 percent of citizens
are against EU integration, 35 percent are for, while 21 percent don’t know or did not wish to
state their opinion.

For more information see our local partners activities: CRTA, BIRN
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